Planning Process and Strategic Priorities

COOK COUNTY HEALTH AND HOSPITALS SYSTEM BOARD MEETING
THURSDAY, MAY 5, 2016
Strategic Planning Process

May 5
  ◦ Planning Process
  ◦ Strategic Goals for Priorities

May 23
  ◦ Action Plans - Develop strategic alternatives for selected priorities

May 27
  ◦ Action Plans - Select optimal alternatives for action directed toward value-added service delivery and the value-added support areas
Strategic Planning Process

May 27 (continued)

◦ Planning the Implementation – Service Delivery Strategies (“Creation of value that is directly involved in ensuring access to, provision of, and follow-up of health care services.”) – Principal Methods for Creating Value

◦ Planning the Implementation – Support Strategies (“The activities in the value chain that are designed to aid in the efficient and effective delivery of health services.”) – Consider the CCHHS’s culture, structure, and strategic resources

June 24

◦ Adopt Proposed Plan
Strategic Planning Process

Facilitation at All Meetings
- Generate new ideas from stakeholders and Board members
- Question Assumptions - What are we doing now that we should stop doing? What are we not doing now, but should start doing? What are we doing now that we should continue to do but perhaps in a fundamentally different way?

Synthesis
- External Orientation - Acknowledge the reality of change and the impact of the external environment on the CCHHS. Consider the organizational fit with the external environment
Proposed Priorities

Improve health equity

Provide high quality, safe and reliable care

Demonstrate value, adopt performance benchmarking

Develop human capital

Lead in medical education and medical investigation relevant to vulnerable populations